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LAMINAR TURBULENT TRANSITION IN HEATED FREE JET

Ludek Krejcf, Frantisek Marsik, l

Vaclav Nenicka2

Abstract- The evolution of heat and mass transfer in the initial region of a transi-
tional plasma plume is investigated and discussed. The results show that these transport
processes are controlled and limited by the plume shear layer instability. The process
of laminar-turbulent transition is consecutively controlled by the plume core shear layer
instability where interrelation of the effective thickness of the shear temperature and den-
sity layers play decisive role. When the absolute instability occurs the resonances in the
jet and arc chamber must be taken into account. These processes are manifested in three
events. Between the first and second phase, there is a maximum of arc heater exit average
enthalpy. The other two threesholds occur at maximum and minimum stagnation heat
flux from the plume core. It seems that these processes also influence the thermal energy
production in the arc chamber cavity.

1. Introduction

In many cases of advanced thermal plasma technologies, the thermal energy needed for
their realization is supplied from an inherently unsteady transitional thermal plasma
plume. The most important events responsible for the effective utilization of the thermal
plasma plume energy are the heat and mass transfer processes taking place in the plume
initial (core) region governed by a nonlinear evolution of the laminar turbulent transition.

The plume transition is not yet fully understood, and the same goes for the transition
effect on heat and mass transfer from the plume to its surroundings.

An early report on the dynamic nature of the heat transfer processes in a transitional
plasma plume appeared and the correspondence between heat transfer events and the
changes in the plume dynamics reflected in the specific evolution of plume acoustical
spectrum were described in [1] and [2]. The idea that measurement of the stagnation point
heat flux is suitable for the identification of distinct dynamic states governing the plume
transition was presented in [2] and [3]. The way of the transition stage identification
and detection of the light emitted from luminous plume core and adjoined shear layer
suggests that evolution of the heat transfer from the core corresponds to the distinct
dynamic stages of the transition process.

This paper is enlarged version of the paper [11] and its aim is to substantiate a concep-
tual model of the mechanism controlling heat and mass transfer evolution in a transitional
thermal plasma plume. The presented experimental results should help to throw light on
the nature of both plume heat transfer evolution during the transition and mixing process
in the onset of turbulence.
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2. Experimental equipment and diagnostic techniques

The detailed description of the experimental equipment and diagnostic techniques used
can be found, e.g., in [2] and [4]. Here, we shall confine ourselves to the basic facts only.

Argon plasma plumes were generated by a cascaded arc heater [4]. The arc chamber
consisted of a stack of electrically insulating copper rings ends in an outlet anode diameter
bore Do = 8 mm . The plume transition has been observed under the conditions of
fixed 100-225 A arc currents, and the argon flow rate V has been varied from 5 to 200
1/min. Under laboratory conditions with the ambient temperature T^ = 290 A', ambient
pressure p^ = 1,013.105 Pa is argon density /)„ = ^ - = 1,68%/m3 (gas constant

til oo

R = 208.12 J/kgK). Mass flow rate [kg/s] is M = l,666.10-5p<X)V
r (where V[l/min]).

Arc chambers of 40 or 80 mm length have been used.
The particular features of the transport processes which appear in the plasma plume

initial region during its transition to turbulence reliably detect the stagnation point heat
flux data measured in the plume core cusp region (Fig. 3.1) along with the arc heater
exit average enthalpies data [2]-[4].

A device, used for the measurement of total heat flux in the stagnation region of
a plasma plume, was a calorimetric probe [5]. Its operation is based on the on-line
analysis of unsteady heat conduction in a copper cylinder of 6 mm diameter, mounted
flush with the probe front surface on which the plume impinges prependicularly. The
distance between the calorimeter front surface and the arc heater outlet plane was 15
mm under all meaningful conditions. The arc heater exit average enthalpy was simply
calculated from the torch thermal balance.

The plume core shear layer dynamics as well as the global core oscillations have been
detected using the light oscillations emitted from them (Fig. 3.2). These oscillations
have been registered at different radial positions in a plane, perpendicular to the plume
axis, located at a fixed axial distance of 4 mm from the torch exit plane by an array of
photodiodes. Their signals were spectrally analyzed and averaged over 110 realizations
[6],[7]. With the aim to disclose the possible linkage between the dynamic events which
envolve simultaneously in the plume and in the arc chamber, along with the plume core
light oscillations, the arc voltage response on the global column oscillations, has been
registered and spectrally analyzed.

3. The mechanism governing the heat and mass trans-
port in the plume initial region during its transition
to turbulence

The evolution of the stagnation point heat flux data in the plume core cusp region along
with the arc heater exit average enthalpy enable us to identify unambiguously the distinct
stages of the plume transition process [2], [3]. They are simply defined by abrupt changes
of these quantities (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Stagnation heat flux and av-
eraged exit enthalpy as function of flow
rate in the cascaded plasma torch. Arc
current / = 175 A, plasma torch art-
chamber length / = 67,2m?7i.



At low argon flow rates, steady laminar flow exists in the plume core region and the
measured heat fluxes are in good agreement with theoretically calculated laminar ones
[1] (stage I). The arc heater exit enthalpy increases during this stage, too. As the mass
flow rate reaches a distinct value, the enthalpy reaches its maximum value; the further
mass flow increase results in a strong enthalpy decrease. However, the plume core heat
flux continued to increase.

The conditions of maximum average exit enthalpy represent the onset of the stage II
of the transition; the final state of this stage is reached under the conditions of maximum
plume core heat flux. Further mass flow rate increase entails a rapid heat flux decrease
(stage III); the minimum heat flux conditions fix both the final state of this stage as
well as of the whole transition process. An additional mass flow rate increase (Fig. 3.3)
causes again an increase in the core heat flux due to the abrupt set up of fully turbulent
(self-sustained) flow.

In the "strange" metamorphoses of both the plume core heat flux and the arc heater
exit enthalpy, the wave-like events play the crucial role. The sequences of plume core
optical radiation spectra (Fig. 4.1) explain how these events subsequently evolve during
the whole transition process.

As shown, during the first process stage, the corresponding spectrum type reflects
the unsteady motion of a periodic vortex train generated by the plume core shear layer
instability [8].

The spectral signatures of the transition from first to second process stage reveal
that the vortex train doubles period length; thus, the vortex pairing occurs under that
condition. The spectrum obtained corresponds to the spectrum of an oscillator, thus the
shear layer vortex system is absolutely unstable here. In the course of the transition to
the second stage, this oscillator amalgamates partly into the noisy background, partly
exhibits two important peaks [4] characterized by Strouhal numbers St = ^- — 0.10 and
0.18.

Exit average velocity v~0 is calculated from the balance of energy in the exit nozzle of
the cross section A = ^y2- = 50,3 mm2 and energy supply H [W] (only the part of electric
energy income is penetrating into gas in the arc charmber) vl = \~«!A = 0,0785//[y]
(adiabatic exponent for argon is /c = | ) . In the same way is obtained average flow
temperature To, which follows from mass flow rate M = A~plW0 and thermal energy flux
H = cpT0M, i.e.: To = —rr = 68,6-77 [K], where the specific heat at constant pressure is

cp = | i?. Assuming small pressure variation both in the arc chamber and in an ambient
air the exit density is given by state equation J^ — £22- = *Jjl [i&.]_ Total force of the jet

is / = Aj^W2 = ^ ^ = 2, \A0-6VH [N].
The Strouhal number of the first oscillations (their frequency is nearly independent

at mass flow rate) and of the second ones (their frequencies are not harmonics of the
first ones) represent the global "jet mode" oscillations of the plume core [4], [10]. The
dynamic behaviour of these oscillations is of the same nature as the dynamics of the blunt
body wake; in both cases, the Strouhal numbers vary with Reynolds number changes
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in the same manner. Due to strong dependence of viscosity on temperature, (e.g.: /.i =

22,6.10"6 (x2") 1^1) ' s n o t Reynolds number well measurable quantity, in spite of that,
the Reynolds number values based on the arc heater exit average enthalpy and average
velocity may characterize the plume core dynamic states remarkably well [3].

The "jet mode" column oscillations promote not only the plume core "stagnation
point" heat flux enhancement but also control the heat transfer in the arc chamber cavity.
The shear layer induced plume core ocjllations protrude into the arc chamber to enhance
here the heat transfer between the arc column and the cooled arc chamber walls. And
this results in the decrease of the average enthalpy at the arc heater outlet (Figs. 3.3 and
3.4).

The fact that the onset of the plume "jet mode" oscillation causes the whole plasma
column to oscillate demonstrates convincingly the corresponding sequences of the arc volt-
age oscillations spectra represented in Fig. 4.2. At the same time, the voltage oscillations
have a tendency of their immediate coupling with the arc chamber acoustical resonance;
this event has a weak reflection on the plume dynamics at the beginning, however.

Only when the third process stage of the transition process sets in (at 70 l/min flow
rate), the plasma column oscillations are "locked on" to an arc chamber mode, and a
complete coupling with the arc voltage oscillations is attained. Now the arc chamber
resonant oscillations force their energy into the plume and exhibit a significantly enhanced
entrainment of ambient air there (in the plume core region, in the main). This manifests
itself, as shown in Fig. 3.4 by the strong plume core stagnation point heat flux decrease.

During the whole stage III of the transition process, the dominant frequencies in both
spectra are the same, irrespective of the flow rate value. However, at maximum attainable
flow rate (at 200 l/min), the plume flow is not fully turbulent; this fact confirms both the
spectrum "signature" as well as the corresponding stagnation point heat flux data.

However, the dynamic processes evolving in a transitional plasma plume play the
crucial role not only in the plume heat and mass transfer, they also control the thermal
energy production in the arc chamber cavity. Protruding there, the "jet mode" oscillations
enhance not only the heat transfer between the arc column and the arc chamber wall, but
also the heat and mass transfer between arc and in- or co-flowing gas - they control the
process of thermal energy generation in the arc.

It is shown that the character of this relationship changes perspicuously just at the
onset of the stage II, [11].

4. Integral description of the free heated jet

Simultaneous changes of temperature T(r, z), velocity u2(r, z) and density p(r, z) are dom-
inant for a heated jet. In the case of circular free jet the pressure variation is small (approx.
up to 10 % of pco) and we can consider p(r,z) = p ^ , where p^ is the ambient pressure. Due
to this assumption the relation p — 2^-J1"1 between density and temperature following
from the equation of perfect gas, is valid.
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Figure 4.1: Spectra of light emitted Figure 4.2: Spectra of the arc voltage
from the plasma jet core in the axis fluctuations, the other parameters are
and in 4 mm distance from the plasma the same as for Fig. 4.1.
torch exit (resolution 15.26 Hz, aver-
aged over 110 realizations). Arc cur-
rent / = 175 A, plasma torch arc cham-
ber length / = 67.2mm. Flow rates
V: (1) 10 l/min, (2) 20 l/min, (3)
30//mm, (4) 40//mm,(5) 50//mm,(6)
60//mm, (7) 100 l/min, (8) 150//mm,
(9) 170 l/min, (10) 200 l/min.
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In order to formulate the integral form of the balance laws, at least qualitatively, the
Gaussian profiles of vx, T and p are introduced

vz = vme
Fp rp rp / rp

j J -too — \ m

where
r

b,,z

r r
7 , » ? m = bmz

(4.2)

are variables displacing decay both in downstream direction z and in radial direction r.
The parameters H-, ^ , ^ | relate to mixing angles of corresponding quantities, centerline
values are um, Tm, pm, see Fig. 4.3. Using this representation and assuming that the

0 0,

r
r averaged shear
| layer growth

Figure 4.3: Integral time averaged description of heated jet.

working medium is calorically perfect gas with uniform composition, the integral form of
the law of balance of mass is

M = 27r / pvzrdr = Apo v0 =
Jo

Balance of momentum

Sc)f3,

(4.3)

(4.4)

and balance of energy

H
/•oo

= 2w cppTvzrdr = AcvT0~p~0W0 =
Jo

(4.5)
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For the brevity we have used notation Sc = — for density and Tc — ̂ P- for temperature

ratios, the ratios of mixing angles are /3m = -^ for density and 0T = ̂ ~ for temperature.
The integral balance laws (4.3) to (4.5) result for incompressible (Sc = 1) and isother-

mal (% = 1) jet into known formulas for velocity

vz = vmeyb<"> , vm = . (4.6)
\/2bvz

Supposing the density change Sc / 1 and ^ m / 0 we can derive from the balance of mass
(4.3) and balance of momentum (4.4) formula for centerline velocity variation

M
vm = 1 -

1 _ 2^00^/(1+2^) 1

MHi + ̂ ir J"
The appropriate sign "-" was fixed by the Taylor expansion of the square root term in the
power series at the nozzle exit z = zo, see Fig. 4.3. In the formula (4.7) we substitute z0

to z and neglecting the terms smaller of higher orders we have

2/(1+2/%) 2tE(l+2/ft)
V ^ y - (i + tf»)> 'for Z

Close to the exit is the centerline velocity vm independent on z and for incompressible
fluid (/?£ - 0) Urno = 2V-O.

The value of centerline velocity vm is real only if the distance from the exit satisfy
inequality

^ ( l + ft)a M (49 )

We can estimate the magnitude of the parameter bv by the shear flow theory. An inflection
point ^rtf = 0 of a velocity profile determines a line representing average shear layer
growth. In a vicinity of this line is approximately valid

1 z vz Pv^z
7- = - ~ — ~ \/ • (4.10)
bv r vr V v

The inequality (4.9) gives with respect to definition of mass rate (4.3) and balance of
momentum (4.4) an estimate of the magnitude of the length of the heated jet

±-<^-Re0, fortfeo = ^ . (4.11)
Do Poo Vo

The kinematic viscosity grows with the temperature and the density decreases with the
temperature (at the constant pressure)

Vo = — = 1,144.10 To {—], — = — • (4.12)
Po S p0 ioc
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For a cold gas gives the inequality (4.11) much shorter distance -^- as for hot gas. The

"cold" Reynolds number Re^ = ^f^ can be for hot gas much greater

— < = - # e o = ( 1 = H Reoo. (4.13)

In other words, we can observe a heated jet stable at given distance from the exit ^ - for
much higher Reoo.

4.1 Stability condition for a free jet

The flow stability condition follows from the centerline velocity (4.7), which is in general
a complex function of its variables z, / , M and parameters bv, [3m, 0T

/ 2
vm = vmr + ivmi = — (1 - i\/— 1) , i = y/-\, (4.14)

- obl 2irp0Otg2a s

which can be written in the exponential form

= ln[-J I - zarctg J z1 - 1,
Kz V a ' V a

g , > 1 . (4.15)
z V a ' V a a

Parameter a £ (00, 0) characterizes mixing volume rate, no mixing situation corresponds
to a —> 00. This one dimensional velocity field vm(z) can be interpreted like steady wave
with the wave vector

., dib 1 i
k k + ik f (4.16)

- 1

In the surroundings of the point z > J-^ is centerline velocity given by wavelike function

(4.17)The wavelength XZi following from k{ = | j is Ae, = 2xziJ^-z2 — 1. To calculate phase
velocity of the propagating wave we change from a laboratory coordinate system to a
particle coordinate system by the transformation z — z\ = vm(t — ti). Then the function
(4.17) is time dependent

where u = ur + iu;,- = krvmr — ktvmi + i^mrk, + vm%kT) =

2a i { \ )
= -+ v^_L=i (4.19)
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is the complex frequency.
In a close vicinity of a point z\ we can approximate flow disturbance v'm by harmonic

wave

fm = «m.(*i,*i)el"(fci*+Wil) = «L(*i ,* iK f c l ( - C l ° , (4-20)

where v'm0 is an amplitude and

( 2 ^ <

is a corresponding phase velocity. This small perturbance propagates for Cj > 0 ( ! i m22 <
2) in downstream direction and for ^-z2 > 2 upstream. Analogously to wavelength
dependence on z, the frequency

« ( 2 -
A,,

decreases continuously to zero.
The fluctuations energy propagates with a group velocity

(vmoz
2)2A

L (4.23)

When cg > 0 the energy propagates downstream, however for cg < 0 propagates upstream
and absolute instability occurs. In some cases cg can be greater than maximum centerline
velocity vm0 (4.8) and disturbances can protrude into arc chamber. It could become if the
control parameter A satisfy following inequality

A < 0 o r
d\nl

p 2
f o r 2

2a
4 - 2 4

The shape of a momentum change with respect to the quadrate of mass flux change is in
logaritmic scales less than one. For example for ubrupt increase of mass flux with respect
to momentum flux which corresponds usually to mild increase of energy flux H. Such
situation is visible in Fig. 4.2, for flow rate V > 40//mm. The inequality (4.24) is under
further investigation.

5. Discussion

Using relatively simple experimental procedures, a piece of knowledge concerning evo-
lution of the heat and mass transfer processes taking place in the initial region of a
transitional thermal plasma plume has been gained. The obtained results show that these
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transport processes are controlled consecutively by the plume core shear layer instability,
by the "jet mode" plume core instability, induced by unstable shear layer, and by the
resonant plasma column oscillations created by the oscillating plume core. The maxi-
mum average enthalpy, and the maximum and minimum plume core heat flux values, are
obtained under the conditions in which the enumerated dominant controlling events are
sequentially operative.
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Figure 5.1: Arc voltage and corresponding thermal energy input H ~
voltage x el.current as a function of the flow rate V. Arc current / = 100 A,
plasma torch arc chamber length / = 67,2 mm.

The stability analysis shows that the possible onset of absolute instability can start
when the condition (4.24) is satisfied. For our experiments the mass flow rate M and
momentum flux (force) / are
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= l,666.1(T!VooVP, (5.1)

where H is total termal energy flux into jet. From the condition of instability (4.24)
follows

d\nl _ ]. d i n g . 9>
2d\nM ~ 2 + 2d\nV < '

or the slope of energy flux H with respect to flow rate V has to be lower as for stable
laminar case, i.e.

f<:^' (5'3)
see Fig. 5.1.

It seems that these events are of pure hydrodynamic nature and that the electrody-
namics does not play a substantial role here. A similar behavior exhibits the low-density
jets and plumes exiting into "high-density" environment, e.g., into atmospheric air. A
comparison of both our spectra and of the ones of the axial velocity fluctuations in the core
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cusp of a transitional helium axisymmetric jet entraining into ambient air environment
shows just as qualitative and quantitative (equal Strouhal number values of the dominant
wave events) an identity [10].

However, the transition of the thermal plasma plume reveals some novel features con-
cerning the heat and mass transfer effects, as described above.
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